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A NOTE ON THE SPACES Lp FOR 0 < p <1
N. J. KALTON
It is shownthat thereis no Hausdorffvectortopologyp on the
space Lp (where 0 < p < 1) such that the unit ball of Lp is relatively
compactfor the topologyp.

ABSTRACT.

It is well known that the space L1(0, 1) is not a dual Banach space; this
follows from the Krein-Milman theorem. It is not even isomorphic to a dual
space, by a result due to Gelfand [2] (see Bessaga and Pelczyn'ski [1] and
Namioka [6]). An equivalent statement is that there is no Hausdorff locally
convex vector topology p on L1 such that the unit ball of L1 is relatively
compact for p.
In this note we establish a conjecture due to J. H. Shapiro that for
0 < p < 1 there is no Hausdorff vector topology on the space LP(O,1) such
that the unit ball is relatively compact. For the case p = 1, this extends the
previous result as we no longer restrict the topology p to be locally convex.
Note that for the space 1p,0 < p < 1, the topology of coordinatewise
convergence makes the unit ball compact. Also the topology of uniform
convergence on compact subsets of AX,the open unit disc, makes the unit ball
of Hp compact for 0 < p < 1 (cf. [4]).
We shall suppose throughout that all vector spaces are real, although the
extension to the complex case presents no problems. The norm on Lp is
defined by
llfllp =

JoIf(t)IPdt

for 0 < p < 1. We shall also need the space L. (0, 1) of essentially bounded
functions with the norm

= ess supIf(t)I.
IifILo
We first gather together some general results.
Let X be a separable completep-normed space with unit ball U.
PROPOSITION.
Suppose that there exists on X a Hausdorff vector topology such that U is
relatively compact. Then
(i) there is a metrizable vector topology y on X such that U is y-relatively
compact;
(ii) if V is the y-closure of U, then V is the unit ball of an equivalentp-norm
(i.e. V is bounded);
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(iii) let j: (U, y) -* (U, T) denote the identity map and T the norm topology on
U. Then the points of continuity ofj are dense in (U, y).
PROOF.(i) If 8 is any Hausdorff vector topology such that U is relatively
compact for 8, then there exists a metrizable vector topology y < a by an
obvious modification of a result of Labuda [5]. Clearly U is also y-relatively
compact.
on X, since V is
(ii) Clearly V is p-convex and the unit ball of a p-norm 11.11*
compact in a vector topology on X. Then (X, 1111*)is complete (use the ycompactness of V) and by the Closed Graph Theorem V is bounded.
(iii) Consider j: (V, y) -* (V, T). By (ii) the norm topology has a base of -yclosed neighbourhoods of zero (i.e. is y-polar) and hence by an obvious
modification of Proposition 1.2 of Namioka [6] the points of continuity of j are
dense in V. If x E V is such a point of continuity, then there is a sequence
x(y) with xn E U. Then xn -x in norm and so x E C.
XnNext we note two easy (and well-known) lemmas.
LEMMA1. Suppose 0 < p < 1 and 4 E LP(O,1) with
L. (0, 1) -- L (O, 1) by Th = h 4. Then T is not compact.

# 0. Define T:

PROOF. We may suppose the existence of a measurable set E of positive
measure such that kk(t)l> a > 0 for t E E. Then we may define measurable
sets Emn,n = 1, 2, ..., 2m, m = 1, 2, 3, .. ., such that:
(i) For each m, the sets Emn,n = 1, 2, ..., 2m, are disjoint and satisfy
UnEmn = F;
(ii) X(Emn)= 2-mX(E) where X denotes Lebesgue measure;
(iii) Emn = Em+1,2n1

U Em+1,2n.

Then let
hm=

2m
E

n=1

(1)n

X(Emn)

If m # k, hm(t) - hk(t) # 0 precisely on a subset of E of measure 2A(E),
where hm(t) - hk(t) = 2. Thus
JjThm- ThkIp,

2P-1X(E)aP,

m # k,

so that T is not compact.
LEMMA
2. If-I

< x < oo and 0 < P

1 then (1 + x)P < 1 + px.

PROOF.If {(x) = 1 + px - (1 + x) , then #'(x) = p - p(l + x)P1. Thus
+'(x) > 0 when x > 0 and 4'(x) < 0 when x < 0. Hence 4(x) > 4(0) = 0.
THEOREM
1. There is no Hausdorff vector topologyon Lpfor 0 < p < 1 such
that the unit ball of Lp is relatively compact.
PROOF.Let U be the unit ball of Lp. If the theorem is false we may suppose
the existence of a metrizable topology y on LP such that U is y-relatively
compact (by the Proposition). Again, using the Proposition, there exists
&
E U with 0 = 0 such that the identity map j: (U, y) -- (U, r) has a point of
continuity at ? (T denotes the norm topology).
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Let G be the subspace of L. (0, 1) of all h E L. such that fo h(t) 1k(t)I
Pdt
0. G is a closed subspace of codimension one, sincefO j0(t)IPdt < ox. Thus
the map T: G-> Lp, defined by Th = 0 *h, is not compact by Lemma 1. Let
- Thm
1 and JIThn
lp >, a > 0,
hn E G be any sequence such that IIhnI
whenever n = m
By selection of subsequence, we may suppose that {Thnj is y-convergent (U
is relatively y-compact). Hence T(hn- hn+l-* 0(y). Now let
=

=
gn=)2

- Thn+1).
0 + I(Th,-Th+)
Tn

Then

nt

=

(t) I/1 + !(h-(t) h
=I+()| 1 +2 (n (t)-hn+ 1(t) )]I

-1I(t)l[l + 1(h -t)

h

Hence
Io(t)IP(l
lp=

llg

Jl+t

+ 2(hn(t)-

1 +(p/2)j1

)(n(t)-hn+I
(p/2)(h(t

(1+(p2

j,1 (t)VP(l+

(t)

)dt

-

lp(t)IP(hh(t)-hn+1(t))dt=

1.

-*
0, i.e. IIThn-Thn+1 I
0 in y. Hence llgn -llp
0, contradicting our choice of hn. This proves the theorem.
Remark 1. In [7], Turpin notes that there are no known examples of nonzero
compact operators T: Lp E, where 0 < p < l and E is any topological
vector space. It is thus unknown whether there exists a Hausdorff vector
topology on Lpfor which U is precompact. (See note added in proof.)
Remark 2. We are indebted to Professor Shapiro for the observation that the
quotient space HplqHpconstructed in [4] is an example of a locally bounded
space with trivial dual, but such that there is a Hausdorff vector topology
making the unit ball compact. This latter topology is the quotient ,8-topology.
In particular, note that HpIqHpis not isomorphic to Lp.
Remark 3. A number of Banach spaces, which are known not to be dual
spaces, can also be shown not to admit any Hausdorff vector topology making
the unit ball compact by the following:

Thus gn E U and gn

THEOREM2. Let X be a separable F-space containing an isomorphiccopy of co.
Then there does not exist a Hausdorff vector topology y on X such that every
boundedset is relatively y-compact.

PROOF.Suppose y exists. It is easy to show that if (en) is the unit vector basis
of co C X, then E en converges subseries in (X, y). By Theorem 3 of [3], E en
converges in X, which is a contradiction.
COROLLARY.Theorem 1 also applies to C(X) for X compact metric, and K(H),
the space of compact operatorson a separable Hilbert space.
ADDED IN PROOF.The author has now shown that there are no compact

operators with domain Lp (O < p < 1) (cf. Remark 1).
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